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ABSTRACT 
 
Sasa Ismiyastuti, 2017. A Study on Teaching Learning Reading Skill of 
Descriptive Text on the Eighth Grade Students of SMPN 1 Gemolong in Academic 
Year 2016/2017. Thesis.  English  Education  Department.  Islamic Education and 
Teacher Training Faculty. State Islamic Institute of Surakarta. 
 
Advisor   : Dr. H. Sujito, M. Pd  
 
Key words    :  Teaching reading, Descriptive Text, SMPN 1 Gemolong. 
 
 The objectives of this research are: (1) to describe the material  that is used 
by the teacher when teaching reading descriptive text on the eighth grade students 
of SMPN 1 Gemolong in academic year 2016/2017, the material is text 
descriptive and the text describe animal, person, place, and thing. (2) to describe 
the method that is used by the teacher when teaching reading descriptive text on 
the eighth grade students of SMPN 1 Gemolong in academic year 2016/2017, the 
method used by teacher is grammar translation and direct method. (3) to describe 
the evaluation that is used by the teacher when teaching reading descriptive text 
on the eighth grade students of SMPN 1 Gemolong in academic year 2016/2017, 
the evaluation teacher used in daily test by make sentences, random point, and 
True or False, and for the final test the teacher used multiple choise, fill in the 
blank and make sentences.   
 
 To achieve the objectives above, the researcher employs the descriptive 
qualitative research. The researcher conducted the research from 10
th
 August 2016 
until 24
th
 August 2016 in SMPN 1 Gemolong, especially in class VIII F. There 
were 32 students in the class that consist of 14 boys and 18 girls.  There are many 
instruments of the research, they are the syllabus, lesson plan, and material of the 
descriptive text. The researcher collect the data from the observation, the 
interview, and the data reduction, display of the data. To prove trustworthiness the 
data; the researcher used the triangulation technique. The triangulation technique 
that used is data and source triangulation.  
 
 After doing the research, the researcher found that the teaching descriptive 
text on reading skill at the eighth grade students of SMPN 1 Gemolong is run 
well, the student can understand the material crearly. The grammar translation and 
direct method is the most appropiate method to the students, it was proven by the 
students‟s score. In the teaching descriptive text, English teacher used a 
descriptive text about animal, person, place, and thing as material to explain and 
can answer the question easily. In other hand, in the process of teaching learning, 
the English teacher used daily score, final score as the evaluation.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of The Study  
Language is used by human to communicate with their environment. 
It has an important role because it explains what the speaker wants to the 
listener. Every communication has meaning in speech situation. Language is 
a complex, specialized skill, which develops in the child spontaneously, 
without conscious effort or formal instruction, is deployed awarenes of its 
underlying logic, is qualitively the same in every individual, and is distinct 
from more general abilities to process information or behave intelegently 
(Brown :5) 
English is an international language used communicate among 
countries in the world. It means that English is the key to enchance the 
comes fountry development. The development of a country needs a 
language that is an instrument for communicating and transfering the world 
development. 
Nowadays, reading becomes a necessary skill to be succesful in our 
life. Reading is the most important skill. The person who has high reading 
ability seems to have principles that lead them to succeed. The unemployed, 
high school dropouts, the poor and those convicted of crimes are comprised 
of many low reading levels, similarly reading skill are significant for 
students to complete their study.  
There are four English skills to learn, namely speaking, reading, 
writing, and listening skill. Reading is one of language skills learned in 
junior high school. Reading is not only to understand to concent of reading 
text, but also the pronounciation and intonation. 
Nuttal (1996) said that reading is an activity that essentially 
concerned with the transfer of meaning from mind to mind, a message from 
a writer to reader. Reading needs comprehension to understand the context 
and get the new information of the text, in other theory M. F Patel (2008) 
said reading means to understand the meaning of printed word i.e written 
symbols. Reading is an active process whoch consists of recognation and 
recognation and comprehension skill. Reading is an important activity in life 
with which one can update his/her knowledge. Reading skill is an important 
tool for academic success.   
Reading skill is acquired in a relatively predictable way by children 
who have normal or above- average language skills; have had experiences in  
early childhood that fostered motivation and provides exposure to literacy in 
use; get information about the nature of print through opportunites to learn 
letters and to recognize the internal struture of spokw words, as well as 
explanations about the contrasting nature of spoken and writen language; 
and attend schools that provide effective reading instruction and 
opportunites to practice reading. Reading in second language learning is one 
important skill because by reading someone will enlarge and increase his or 
her knowledge. Reading can also improve their vocabulary. 
Pentcheva and Shopov (1998:8) said that language is a complex 
specialized skill, which develops in the child. It is not just any cultural 
invention but the product of society and culture and the ability of man to 
cope with them and to create them. Every language has it own system. 
Language is different from another. The differences are not only in the 
meaning but also in vocabulary, grammar, and pronounciation. If someone 
wants to study a new language, she or he will study the new system of that 
language. 
According to Brown (2007:7), teaching is showing or helping 
someone to learn how to do something. The teacher have to teach the 
material well depend on the way of students think. It can be done by giving 
them more practice and exercise. The teachers give the materials that are 
suitable with the syllabus and based on curriculum.  
Cropper (1998) said that the teaching strategy is the kind election of 
certain exercise that appropiate to the teaching purpose that we want to 
reach. It means that the teaching-learning process of English needs the 
suitable teaching strategy and good class management to extend English 
material, because it will influence the student understanding in learning 
English. The method or technique of teaching must be practiced in class. 
During the lesson, the teachers not only explain the material but also give 
exercises with are appropriate with material to the student. The teacher need 
to prepare well.  
 
Descriptive text is a kind of text with a purpose to give information. 
The context of this kind of text is description of particular thing, animal, 
person, or others. Descriptive text shows, through careful observation, how 
a thing is done (a place, a person, an animal), highlighting the features, 
qualities, distinctive aspects, in order to furnish a clear and complete 
conception. 
The main objective of a descriptive text is to inform: it is the case of 
the technical descriptions in scientific encylopedias, handbooks, 
dictionaries, guides. It differs from report which describe things animals, 
person, or others in general.  The general structure of descriptive text is: (1) 
Identification: identifies phenomenon to be describe. (2) Description: 
descripbies parts, qualities, characterictics. 
Therefore, the teacher should found find out an appropiate method of 
teaching to stimulate the students to be active. Based on observation in the 
one of eighth grade classes of SMPN 1 GEMOLONG, the researcher finds 
that the teacher tries hard to stimulate his students to take part in reading 
class. As the result, almost all of the students become active in class. 
Althought, it can be said that the teacher can carry out the situation in the 
reading class in active situation. The school is Nasional Junior High School 
and this school is favorite in Gemolong.  
Based on the syllabus that teacher reads from the eighth grade of 
SMPN 1 GEMOLONG, the material in teaching reading is about narrative, 
descriptive, and recount. The researcher use descriptive text in this research 
on the concentrate describies people, something, person, and place and they 
can write something. The teacher said that they should be smart to manage 
the time and chose the best technique and method to teach the students with 
limited time and many materials that should be completed.  
In the case, the researcher is interested in describing teaching 
learning process on reading using method, material, and evaluation by the 
teacher, especially in teaching descriptive text on the eighth grade students 
of SMPN 1 GEMOLONG.  Based on the explanation above the researcher 
is isterested to take title “A STUDY ON TEACHING LEARNING 
READING SKILL OF DESCRIPTIVE TEXT ON THE EIGHTH GRADE 
STUDENTS OF SMPN 1 GEMOLONG IN ACADEMIC YEAR 
2016/2017”. 
 
B. Identification of the Study.  
Based on the background of the study, here have some a reason why 
the researcher identifies about the teaching learning reading skill of 
descriptive text on the eight grade students as follow : 
1. Students order to transfer knowledge which in that interaction with the 
teacher of language teaching and learning process happened. 
2. Students become active in class. 
3. Students get enjoy in the middle of teaching learning process.  
 
C. Limitation of The Study 
The limitation of the study focuses on teaching reading on 
descriptive text on the eighth grade students in SMPN 1 GEMOLONG. The 
researcher will describe the materials, methods, and evaluation that is used 
by the teacher in the English teaching learning process especially on reading 
skill on descriptive text in SMPN 1 GEMOLONG. 
 
D. The Problem Statement 
From the background of the study stated above, the researcher 
formulated the questions as follow. 
1. What kind the material that is used by the teacher in teaching reading 
descriptive text on the eighth grade students of SMPN 1 GEMOLONG 
in academic year 2016/2017? 
2. What kind of method that is used by the teacher in teaching reading 
descriptive text on the eighth grade of SMPN 1 GEMOLONG in 
academic year 2016/2017? 
3. How is the evaluation that is used by the teacher in teaching reading 
descriptive text on the eighth grade students of SMPN 1 GEMOLONG 
in academic year 2016/2017? 
 
E. The Objective of the Study 
Based on the problem statement above, the researcher has the 
following objective of the study: 
1. To describe the material that is used by the teacher when teaching 
reading descriptive text on the eighth grade students of SMPN 1 
GEMOLONG in academic year 2016/2017. 
2. To describe the method that is used by the teacher when teaching 
reading descriptive text on the eighth grade students of SMPN 1 
GEMOLONG in academic year 2016/2017. 
3. To describe the evaluation that is used by the teacher when teaching 
reading descriptive text on the eighth grade students of SMPN 1 
GEMOLONG in academic year 2016/2017. 
 
F. The Benefit of the Study 
The result of this research is expected to be able to give benefits both 
theoretically and practically:  
1. Theoretical Benefits 
a. The results of the researcher can give more experience and 
knowledge for writer or reader about descriptive text and can be 
useful for English teacher in their teaching reading. 
b. The result of the researcher can be used as the references for those 
who want to conduct a research in the teaching reading descriptive 
text. 
2. Practical Benefits 
a. To the students the researcher hope the paper give help the students 
to understand about descriptive text and can get knowledge about 
new information from the reading text. 
b. To the teacher the, they give some information and knowledge about 
teaching reading descriptive text using descriptive text and can make 
teacher to settle the student‟s problem. 
c. For the readers it is expected that they will get a large knowledge of 
teaching reading descriptive text. 
 
G. Definition of Key Terms.  
1. Teaching  
Teaching is showing or helping someone to learn how to do 
something, giving instruction, guiding in the study of something, 
providing with knowledge, eausing to know or understand (brown, 
2007:7). 
2. Reading  
Reading is an important skill which has an important 
contribution to the. succes of learning language. Reading means to 
understand the meaning of printed word i.e written symbols. Reading 
is an active process whoch consists of recognation and recognation and 
comprehension skill. Reading is an important activity in life with 
which one can update his/her knowledge. Reading skill is an important 
tool for academic success (M.F Patel:2008).  
3. Descriptive text  
Descriptive text is a kind of text with a purpose to give 
information. The context of this kind of text is description of particular 
thing, animal, person, or others. Descriptive text shows, through 
careful observation, how a thing is done (a place, a person, an animal), 
highlighting the features, qualities, distinctive aspects, in order to 
furnish a clear and complete conception. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Reading   
Nuttal (1996) said that reading is an activity that essentially 
concerned with the transfer of meaning from mind to mind, a message from 
awriter to reader. Reading needs comprehension to understand the context 
and get the new information of the text.  
Reading in second language learning is one important skill because 
by reading someone will enlarge and increase his or her knowledge. 
Reading can also improve their vocabulary. Grabe & Stoller (2002:9) 
Reading is the ability to draw meaning from the printed page and interpret 
this information appropriately. 
Wallance (1996:4) states that reading is interpreeting which means 
reacting to a written text as a piece of communication. In other word we 
assume some communicative intens on the writer parts in which a reader has 
some purposes in attemping to understand.  
M. F Patel (2008) said reading means to understand the meaning of 
printed word i.e written symbols. Reading is an active process whoch 
consists of recognation and recognation and comprehension skill. Reading is 
an important activity in life with which one can update his/her knowledge. 
Reading skill is an important tool for academic success.  
Reading is most useful and important skill for people. This skill is 
more important than speaking and writing. Reading is a source of joys. 
Good reading is that which keep students regular in reading which provide 
him both pleasure and profit. 
Reading is form experience. Reading brings us in contact with the 
minds of great authors, with the written account of their experiences.their 
recorded lines and the advancement made by them in various field.  
Clapham (1996:1) states that reading can be defined as the ability to 
make sense of written and printed symbols. The reader used the symbols to 
guide the discovery of information from their memory and subsequently use 
the information to construct a plausible interpretation of the writer‟s 
message. 
 
B. Reading Skill  
Reading skill is acquired in a relatively predictable way by children 
who have normal or above- average language skills; have had experiences in  
early childhood that fostered motivation and provides exposure to literacy in 
use; get information about the nature of print through opportunites to learn 
letters and to recognize the internal struture of spoke words, as well as 
explanations about the contrasting nature of spoken and writen language; 
and attend schools that provide effective reading instruction and 
opportunites to practice reading.  
Reading skill is an individual‟s standing on some reading assesment. 
Skilled are those who score above some standard on the assesment; readers 
of low skill are those who score below some standard. (N.J. Smelser,2001) 
Reading is an active process. Teaching approaches which reinforce 
the activity of reading and which active the reader in different ways may be 
appropiate approaches. Reading in language classooms is an activity which 
is interactive and mostly it is directed by teachers. They use different 
techniques to make reading activity much meaningful. 
Reading skill is the ability to relate the textual material to one‟s own 
knowledge by comprehending the text (Fauziati, 2002:138). The purpose or 
trading activity is language ides. In reading, the process of thinking is very 
urgent and vital, because the sentences they read. Instead, in the same time 
their minds work to get the message.  
Reading involves a variety of skills to construct meaning from a text. 
The main ones are: (1) recognizing the script of a language (2) deducing the 
meaning and use of unfamiliar lexical item, (3) understanding explicitly 
stated information. (4) Understanding information when not explicitly 
stated. (5) Understanding conceptual meaning. (6) Understanding the 
communicative value (function) of sentences and utterances, (7) 
Understanding relation between parts of a text trough grammatical cohesion 
devices, (9) identifying the main point/ idea or important information in a 
piece of discourse, (10) distinguishing the main idea from supporting 
details, (11) basic references skills. (12) skimming, (13) scanning to locate 
specifying required information. (Grellet, 1999:4-5). 
 
 
That are so many micro skills developed in Senior high school, 
among others are: 
1. Skimming 
Reading quickly to find the core of the text 
2. Scanning 
Reading quickly to find the mated information 
3. Reading for detailed information 
Reading to understand or to find all data included in the texts 
4. Reading between the lines 
Reading to find the implied conclusion of the text 
5. Predicting  
Predicting what is happening. The students have to use the available 
data found in the text, because the answer is not stated.  
6. Deducing meaning from the context  
Guessing the meaning of few words without looking up to the 
dictionary, but by reading the text carefully.  
 
C. Teaching Reading 
According to Brown (1987:7), teaching is guiding and facilitating 
students to learn. It means that teaching not only transferring the 
information to the students but thye teacher also must teaching attitude for 
students. This definition implicitly stated that teaching and learning process 
will run well if there is any interaction between teacher and the learners. 
Teaching is the process of transfering knowledge, making the 
students understand about what they learn, and helping the student difficulty 
in learning process. According to Brown (1994:7), say that teaching is 
guiding and facilitating learning, enabling the learner to learn, setting the 
condition for learning. Teaching may be defined as showing or helping 
someone to learn how to do something, giving instructions, guiding in the 
study of something, providing with the knowledge, causing to know or 
understand. 
Anderson (1999:68-69) states that teaching reading usually hat at 
least two aspects. First, it can refer to teaching learners who are learning 
reading to teaching learners who already have reading skills in their first 
language. Reading is a fluent process of readers in combining information 
from a text and their own background knowledge to build meaning. The 
goal of reading is comprehension. 
Comprehending a text is an interactive process between the reader‟s 
background knowledge and the text. The efficient of comprehension 
(schemata) is to improve the student‟s ability to comprehend the texts. 
Therefore, the reacher have to help students change their inefficient reading 
habbits (reading word by word, focusing too much attention on form, 
relying heavy on dictionary etc) by teaching them efficient reading skills. A 
guided reading is an effective way to do this. In this way, the students can 
learn how to read in different ways at different speeds and for different 
purposes (Fauziati, 2002:138).  
To be successful in teaching, the teacher has to know the principles 
behind the teaching reading. According to Hammer (1998:70), the principles 
behind the teaching reading are: 
1. Reading is not a passive skill. 
Hammer assumed that in reading, reders have to understand what the 
words meaning, see picture, and understand the argument.  
2. Students need to be engaged with what they are reading. 
The students should be engaged whith what they are reading so thet 
they can get the informations from the text. 
3. Students should be encouraged to respond to the content of a reading 
text, not just to the language.  
In studying rading text, te students not only students the number of 
paragraphs but also the meaning and the message of the text. The 
teacher must give the students a chance to respond the message of the 
text. 
4. Prediction is a major factor in reading. 
When the students read text, they often look at hints, such as the 
content or book cover, photographs, and headline. These hints are 
useful for the students to predict what they are going to read. 
5. Match the task to the topic. 
The teacher should choose an appropiate reading task. The reading has 
to match the topic.  
In teaching reading, reading activities support students as readers 
through three activities, they are pre-reading, while-reading, and post-
reading activities. 
1. Pre-reading 
Pre-reading activities are used to prepare students for reading. 
According to Fauziati(2010:40), the activities during pre-reading may 
serve as preparation in several ways, to access student‟s background 
knowledge of the topic and linguistic comment of the text, to give 
students the background knowledge necessary for comprehension of 
the text, to active the existing knowledge that the students possess. To 
make students aware of any type of text and the purposes for reading. 
2. While-reading 
In while-reading activities, the students check their comorehension 
about the text. Some examples for comprehension cheecking as follow: 
a. When reading for specific information, students need to ask 
themselves “ the information that looking for?”. 
b. When reading for leasure, students need to ask themselves “ the 
story line of ideas well enough to enjoy reading this ?”. 
c. When reading thorough understanding, students need to ask 
themselves, “ to understand the main idea and how the author 
support it?”. 
3. Post-reading 
Post-reading acrivities function as a closing mark for reading class. 
The following are advisable activities for post-reading. 
a. Answering the questions to show the comprehension of message to 
mutiple-choise or true or false questions. 
b. Students are given several possible summary sentences and asked 
to say which of them fits to the text. 
c. Discussion associated with the passage they have read. 
  
D. Descriptive Text 
1. The text and genre 
A text is a semantic unit, a unit of language that makes sense. 
Butt el.al (2001:3) states that a text refers to “ a piece of language in 
use”. Which as “harmonious collection of meanings appropiate to its 
context” and has “unit of purposes”. 
Genre are nowdays meant to be “specific classes of text 
characteristic of a given scientific community of professional group 
and distinguisted from each other by certain features of vocabulary, 
form, and style, which are wholly function – specific and conventional 
in nature”.  
Genre was popularized as technique in teaching reading in a 
second language, swales (1990:58) identified a genre as “ a class of 
communicative events, the members of which share set sommunicative 
purpose” 
 
 
  
2. Descriptive text  
Descriptive text is a kind of text with a purpose to give 
information. The context of this kind of text is description of particular 
thing, animal, person, or others.  
Descriptive text shows, through careful observation, how a 
thing is done (a place, a person, an animal), highlighting the features, 
qualities, distinctive aspects, in order to furnish a clear and complete 
conception. 
The main objective of a descriptive text is to inform: it is the 
case of the technical descriptions in scientific encylopedias, 
handbooks, dictionaries, guides. It differs from report which describe 
things animals, person, or others in general.   
a. Generic Structure of Descriptive Text  
1. Identification  : identifies phenomenon to be describe. 
2. Description  : descripbies parts, qualities, characterictics. 
  
E. Material to Teaching Reading 
Material is all of material to used the teacher in learning activities in 
the classroom. According to (National Center for Vocational Reducation 
Research ltd) stated that material is a teaching material that arranged 
systhematically. Language instruction has five important components-
students, a teacher, materials, teaching methods, and evaluations. 
There are principles must be attantion in the arranged teaching 
material or learning material. According to Anonim (2006:3) there are 
principle of good material as follow: 
1. Relevent  
The teaching material must be relevant with the standard of competency 
and basic of competency. 
2. Concistency 
If the basic competensy must be mastery to be mastery to the learner 
four kind, so the teaching material must be taught also four kinds. 
3. Sufficient 
The teaching material can help the students to mastery the competency 
that taught.  
According to anomin (2006:26), there are four of type teaching 
material: 
1. Teaching material of printed  
Book, paper, handout, images. 
2. Teaching material of audio 
Caset, dvd, radio 
3. Teaching material of audio visual 
Film. Video compact disk 
4. Teaching material of interactive teaching material 
 
 
 
F. Sources of Material 
1. Curriculum 
According to Arifin (2013:3) said that curriculum is some of 
subjects study that should be done by the students in the school to get a 
diploma. It means that curriculum used as standards the implementation 
of teaching learning process. Every school should follow the rules of the 
curriculum. Now days there are some definition of curriculum modern, 
one of them is from Saylor and William in Arifin (2013:4) said that 
curriculum is the sum total of school‟s efforts to influence learning, 
whether in the classroom, on the playground, or out of school. Based on 
the statement, means that curriculum is the effort to make the teaching 
learning process walk effectively not only in the classroom but also in 
the play-ground and out of the school. So, the curriculum is needed to 
drive the learning process. The other definition about the curriculum is 
from Government Rule No. 20 Year 2003 about National Education in 
Arifin (2013:6) stated: 
“Kurikulum adalah seperangkat rencanaa dan pengaturan 
mengenai tujuan, isi, dan bahan pelajaran serta cara yang 
digunakan sebagai pedoman penyelenggaraan kegiatan 
pembelajaran untuk mecapai tujuan pendidikan tertentu.” 
 
Based on the statement above, it means that the function of the 
teachers activity is as developer the curriculum in the school, the teacher 
should be smart on using the material on the subject of the study. It 
means that the curriculum has some functions.  
 
2. Syllabus  
According to Yulaelawati in Majid (2012:39) syllabus is a set of 
plan and rule as study realization and assessment that is arranged 
systematically consist of components which related one each other to get 
the basic competence mastery. According to Sumantri in Majid 
(2012:39) the syllabus only includes the subject of study that should be 
taught along of year or one semester.  
Generally a syllabus should include some elements, they are: 
a. The purpose of the subject study that should be taught 
b. The target of subject study 
c. The skill that is needed to dominate well 
d. The formation of topics that are taught 
e. The activities and the source of the study to support the success of 
teaching 
f. Some evaluation techniques that are used 
From the explanations above, it can be conclude that syllabus 
can be used by the teacher as the orientation in arranging the material 
that should be taught. Teacher also can prepare the skill that should be 
used to teach the students appropriate what grade and students that will 
be taught.  
Related to the components of syllabus are explained by Nurhadi 
in Majid (2012:40) he says syllabus consist of some programs that tell: 
a) the subject of the study that is taught; b) the grade of school or 
Islamic school; c) the group of standard competency; d) the main 
material; e) indicator; f) teaching strategy; g) the time allocation; h) 
material; i) instrument; j) media. It means that in Syllabus explain some 
points to make easier in teaching learning process. 
  
3. Lesson Plan 
Government Rule No. 65 Year 2013 about the standard of 
process stated that; 
“Rencana Pelaksanaan Pembelajaran adalah rencana 
kegiatan pembelajaran tahap muka untuk satu pertemuan atau 
lebih. RPP dikembngkan dari silabus untuk mengarahkan kegiatan 
pembelajaran peserta didik dalam upaya mencapai Kompetensi 
Dasar (KD)” 
 
G. Method of teaching Reading  
Method is treated at the level of design in which the role of teacher, 
learners, and instructional material, are specifed. Method is theretically 
related to an approach and is organizationally determained by a design. 
There are many methods used in teaching, they are : 
1. The grammar translation method. 
2. The direct method 
The method that used by the teacher in SMPN 1 GEMOLONG is the 
grammar translation metod and the direct method. The grammar translation 
method teacher translate the sentence to explain the meaning of the 
descriptive text to the students and the direct method when student don‟t 
understand the meaning of the text the student can ask to the teacher and the 
teacher answer and explain the text that the student don‟t understand and in 
the direct method teacher used the video and picture to explain the 
descriptive text.  
According to Williams (1998:51) there are three main phases need to 
be followed in teaching reading comprehension process: 
1. Pre-reading activities  
Pre-reading activities consist of question to which the reader is 
required to find the answer from the text. From the question and answer, 
the readers are stimulated to guess what the text tells about teacher can 
help students build prediction for the text there are going various 
activities (William, 1998:96). 
2. While-reading activities  
This phase refers to the text, not the idea of previous student to 
read. The aims of the phase are to help understanding of the text 
structure and to clarify text content (William, 1998:38). 
3. Post-reading activities 
Traditional is the main type of post-reading activities to answer 
questions related to the part that has been read. Teachers should ensure 
that students get the message from reading it. The aims of post-reading 
work are: to consolidate of reflect. Upon what has been read. and to 
relate the text to the learners own knowledge interest or views (William, 
1998:39). Each of those techniques can be used to illustrate a student‟s 
comprehension. Student may react what they have read by answering the 
question retelling or paraphrasing. 
 
H. The Evaluation of Reading   
Evaluation is important things in teaching learning process. It is used 
know whether the teaching process run well and the purpose of teaching 
learning process be succes, because it is used by the teacher to give 
correction about his method that implemented to the students. It can also be 
used to measure the development of the student about the subject materials 
that have been taught by their teacher. 
Language testing is the practice and study of evaluating the 
proficiency of an individual in using a particular language effectively.  The 
activity of developing and using language test. The purpose of language test 
is to determine a person‟s knowledge and ability in the language and to 
discriminate that person‟s ability from that of other. Such ability like of 
different kind, achievement, proficiency or aptitute. Test unlike scales, 
consist of specified tasks through which language abilities are alecited. The 
term language assesment is used in free variation with language testing 
although it is also used somewhat more widely to include for example 
classroom testing for learning and institutional examinations ( Alan Davies). 
Evaluation of reading summarized, (1) reading to identify purpose in 
reading text. (2) reading to determine meaning. (3) reading to specific 
information. (4) reading to distinguish literal and implied meaning. (5) 
reading to guess the meaning. (6) reading to find inferring meaning. (7) 
reading to find similar vocabulary of the text. (8) reading ton identify the 
communicative purpose of the text. (9) reading to identify the generic 
structure of the text (brown, 1994:2006). 
Simanjuntak (1988:29) stated that there are several minimal 
requirement in reading, they are:  
a. Reading at the sentence level 
1) Identification of synonyms, antonyms, and multiple meaning of 
vocabulary encountered. 
2) Identification of sentences of equivalent meaning. 
3) Distinguishing nuances of meaning of vocabulary encountered. 
b. Understanding language ecountered in paragraph or ended discourse 
1) Identification of the main idea. 
2) Comprehension of grammatical structure, vocabulary, concepts, 
and function. 
3) Comprehension of issues, problems and questions in a passage.  
4) Comparison and contrast of facts, details, and idea whitin and 
between passages. 
5) Expression of the implication to be made from evidence presented 
in a passage 
 
I. Previous Related Study 
The previous study about the teaching strategies is conducted by 
Indriana Desi Susanti 2015 entitled “A Study on Teaching Strategies in 
Reading Comprehension at SMA N 1 Weru Academic Year 2015/2016 ”. 
The objectives‟ of Indriana‟s Research is to describe the teaching strategies 
implemented by teacher to students in English Reading Comprehension. 
The similarity between the studies of researcher and the research conducted 
by Indriana Desi Susanti is to describe the teaching strategies. But there is 
the differences study between the researcher and the research conducted by 
Indriana Desi Susanti. Indriana describes the teaching strategies used by 
teacher for teaching English Students in Reading Comprehension. In this 
Research, The researcher describes teaching learning process and method of 
teaching learning process on reading skill.  
The second conducted by Yemma Alberti 2014 entitled “ Improving 
Students‟ Reading Comprehension on Narrative Text by Using Story 
Grammar Strategy at Grade VIII
4 
of SMP N 1 PONDOK KELAPA 
BENGKULU TENGAH”. The objectives‟ of Yemma‟s research is to 
explain the extend to which the story grammar strategy text at grade VIII
4
 of 
SMPN 1 Pondok Kelapa Bengkulu Tengah. The similarity between the 
studies of researcher and the research conducted bu Yemma Alberti is to 
describe the narrative text. But there is the differences study between 
researcher ant the research conducted by Yemma Alberti. Yemma Alberti 
describe the improving student‟s reading comprehension on narrative text 
by using story grammar strategy. In this research, the researcher desribes 
teaching learning reading skill of descriptive text.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A. The Research Method 
Method is very important in research, because it is to get deep 
understanding about the problem being discussed and valid and realisable 
data. According to Thomson (2009:4) research is manner in which we 
attempt to solve problem in systematic effort to push back the frontiers of 
human ignorance or to confirm the validity of the solution. It means that 
research is the way of thinking and the way of looking for at accumulated 
fact so that those data can become meaningful in the total process of 
discovering. Research design is matter of thinking, imagine, and thinking 
some more. It means research design is a way of thinking, imagining in 
planning about the research. 
In this research, the researcher uses qualitative research. According 
to Bogdan and Taylor (1976) in Moleong (1989:3) qualitative research is a 
research which yields the descriptive data in the form of written or oral 
words from observing people behaviour. Based on statement above, the 
researcher wants to get some information about the research. 
According to Bogdan and Taylor (1976) in Moleong (1989:3) these 
statement contains of purpose that describe qualitative research is research 
that put forwards the data collecting or the problem reality based on the 
things explored by respondents and data collected are words and picture, not 
only number. Thus, the observation is directly to the subject. It is the 
teaching learning reading skill used by teacher at eighth year student of 
SMP N 1 Gemolong in academic year 2016/2017. 
B. Subject of the Study 
There are two subject of the study in this research the teacher and the 
student firstly is the eighth year of the student in SMP Negeri 1 Gemolong. 
In SMP Negeri 1 Gemolong there are four teachers that teach English. In 
this research, the researcher just takes one teacher as subject of her research. 
In this research the researcher interviewed the teacher about the material and 
method that the teacher used in teaching English and the researched 
observed how the teacher teach the student in reading class about 
descriptive text.  
C. Setting of the Research 
Setting of the research conducted in SMP Negeri 1 Gemolong in 
academic year 2016/2017. It is located at Diponegoro Street 60, Gemolong 
Sragen. The researcher focuses on reading class at eighth year student of 
SMP N 1 Gemolong in academic year 2016/2017. The research took place 
in VIII F that was taught by Mr. Samto, S. Pd.  
D. Source of Data and Technique of Collecting Data 
1. Source of Data 
The data of this research were analysed by using descriptive 
qualitative. According to Sutopo (2002:53), qualitative research is 
research procedure resulting descriptive data such as writing an oral 
from people and behaviour that capable of control. Data are the result of 
the researcher notes, both the fact and value (Arikunto, 2002: 96). In this 
research, the source of the data was the implementation of teaching 
learning reading skill of descriptive text used by the teacher on teaching 
English learning reading skill at eight year of SMP N 1 Gemolong in 
academic year 2016/2017.   
a. Events 
Sutopo (2002:53) stated that based on the observation in the event or 
activity, the researcher would know about the process how 
something happens, because of direct of observation. The event of 
this research is in the form of teaching learning process in the 
classroom to observe the teaching learning used by teacher at eighth 
year of SMP N 1 Gemolong in academic year 2016/2017.    
b. Informant 
Sutopo (2002:50) stated that informant is an individual that has 
important role in giving information which is choosen as a subject 
by researcher that will be an informant. The researcher took the 
teacher and the students at eighth year of SMP N 1 Gemolong in 
academic year 2016/2017 as the informant to be interviewed.  
c. Document 
According to Sutopo (2002:54) document is written the material 
which related with certain event or activities. In this research, the 
documents as source of the data are syllabus, lesson plan, and 
materials. This thing applied in learning process at eighth year in 
reading of SMP N 1 Gemolong in academic year 2016/2017. 
 
2. Technique of Collecting Data  
According to Sutopo (2002), the required data and information 
are taken from observation, interview, and document. 
a. Observation 
The observation method involves the researcher in watching, 
recording, and analyzing events of interest Blaxter, Hughes, and 
Tighht (1996:1858). Observation is method of collecting data and an 
activity of viewing the research subject in detail. The researcher 
surveys some interactions which are done by teachers and students 
during the teaching and learning process.  
The researcher observed the teachers while teaching English 
reading by watching. The observation has purpose to find out how 
are the implementations of strategies that used by teacher and to get 
data on teaching learning process of teaching English reading.  
b. Interview 
Sutopo (2002:59) stated that interview in the descriptive 
qualitative research generally is done by giving the open-ended 
question which purposed to gain the deep information and it is done 
by using the non-structural formally things in order to get the views 
of the subject observed about many things that bring advantages for 
gaining the detailed information. In this research, the researcher 
interviews the manager of the teacher and students. 
 
c. Documentation 
Document is an official or formal paper, form, book, etc. 
giving information about something, evidence or proof of 
something, or record of something, Hornby (1995: 342). In this 
research, the data is collected from the documentation. 
Documentations data are found from the syllabus, lesson plan and 
the material control. 
 
E. Technique of Analyzing Data 
Data analysis techniques explains the steps how the researcher 
analyses the data. Bogdan (in Sugiyono, 2012:244) state that “Data 
analysis is the process of systematically searching and arranging the 
interview transcripts, field notes, and other materials that you accumulate 
to increase your own understanding of them and to enable you to present 
what you have discovered to others”. 
Susan Stainback (in Sugiyono, 2012:244) also states, “Data 
analysis is critical to the qualitative research process. It is to recognition, 
study, and understanding of interrelationship and concept in your data that 
hypotheses and assertions can be developed and evaluated”.  
The researcher analyzed the data by using descriptive analysis and 
the data were described by her own sentences. The data analysis was based 
on Miles-Huberman, consisting of three concept; data reduction, data 
display, and conclusion drawing verifications (Miles and Huberman, in 
Sugiyono 2012:246). The steps were as follows: 
  
1. Data Reduction 
Data reduction is concerned with the process of selecting, 
focusing, simplifying, reducing, and organizing the data that has been 
collected. chose data which needed to answer the research problem and 
throw out data which not needed. 
That means the researcher chose the important data that had 
been collected. Then, researcher categorized the data related to the 
implementation of method used, students‟ response toward the 
implementation of teachers‟ method at SMP N 1 Gemolong in 
academic year 2016/2017 from the data of observation, interview and 
document. In this activity, the researcher made an abstracting the data. 
In directing, the researcher showed the data in narration and description. 
In eliminating the data, the researcher chose the general subject to 
organize on the problem statements and get the conclusion.  
2. Data Display 
Data display deals with providing an organized, compressed, 
assembly of information that allows conclusion drawing. A display can 
be in the form of texts, graphs, diagrams, charts, matrices, or other 
graphical formats. This study uses the description will show the method 
of teaching reading used by teacher of VIIIF during teaching learning 
process. 
3. Conclusion Drawing and Verification 
Conclusion drawing involves moving back to consider what the 
analyzed data mean and to assess whether the data findings the 
objectives of the study. At this stage, the data that has been analyzed 
were read and re-read to develop the conclusions regarding the study. 
The conclusions, then were verified by revisiting the data as many time 
as necessary. Verification was also enhanced by conducting peer 
checking and consultation with the supervisors. 
 
F. The Trustworthiness of the Data 
The researcher needs to analyze the validity of the data source to get 
the valid data. Triangulation is the most common way that is used in 
improving data validity in qualitative research. Related with this, (Patton 
1984, in Sutopo, 2006: 92) states that there are four kinds of triangulation 
techniques, they are: 
1. Data triangulation 
2. Investigator triangulation 
3. Method triangulation 
4. Theory triangulation 
 The triangulation using in this research is the data triangulation. 
This technique drives the researcher use many sources of data in 
collecting the data. It means that same data will be more valid if it is 
taken from many different sources. The focus of this triangulation based 
on different sources of the data rather than the emphasis of the technique 
of collecting the data. The researcher interviews the teacher and 
students. So, source or data triangulation is done by comparing different 
data which are obtained from different sources. In validate the data, the 
researcher compares the data she found during observations and the data 
found from interviews. After observing the process of the teaching 
process, while also observing the supporting and the impeding factors 
appeared, the researcher does the crosschecking by comparing them to 
the data of interview. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 In this chapter, the researcher is going to explain the result of research that 
has been in SMPN 1 GEMOLONG. The report is devided into two parts, they are 
research findings and discussions. Research findings report the facts that are faced 
by the researcher and discussion represent the theories from the expert compared 
with the facts in the field.  
A. RESEARCH FINDINGS 
The research findings presents and discusses the answer of the research 
problems. The findings are the description of the teaching descriptive text on 
reading skill to the eighth grade students of SMPN 1 GEMOLONG. The data 
are gained from interview, observation, and document analysis.  
The research findings consist of the descriptive of the data found in 
research field including three parts, as follow: 
1. The material used in teaching descriptive text on reading skill on 
eighth grade students.  
According to Dara (2012:3) stated that material is all of material to 
used the teacher in learning activities in the classroom. According to 
(National Center for Vocational Education Research Ltd) stated that 
material is a teaching material that arranged systematically. From 
definition above, it can be concluded that material is skill of knowledge 
and attitude of mastery of the learners in the standard of competency. 
Language instruction has five important competent-students, a teacher, 
materials,  teaching methods, and evaluation.  
There are principles must be attention in the arranged teaching 
material or learning material. According to Anonim (2016: 3) there are 
principle of good material, as follow:  
a) Relevant 
The teaching material must be relevant with the standard of 
competency and basic of competency.  
b) Consitency 
If the basic must be mastery to the learner four kinds, so the 
teaching material must be taught also four kinds.  
c) Sufficient 
The teaching material can help the students to mastery the 
competency that taught..  
The material of teaching reading is descriptive text. Descriptive 
text is a kind of text with a purpose to give information. The context of 
this kind of text is description of particular thing, animal, person, or 
others. Descriptive text shows, through careful observation, how a thing 
is done (a place, a person, an animal), highlighting the features, qualities, 
distinctive aspects, in order to furnish a clear and complete conception. 
Based on the interview with the teacher used some material about 
descriptive text to teach the students: 
Researcher  : “Mr. Samto what the material used in teaching descriptive 
text?”. 
Teacher : “ The material I get from the syllabus, lesson plan, book, 
LKS and internet and the material is descriptive text about 
place, people, animal, and thing I also used some picture to 
describe something and video to show the dialog about 
descriptive text.” 
 (interview on August 09
th 
2016) 
The teacher need to choose appropiate source of material to teach 
the students. By appropiate material, the students can be easy in 
receiving the material. In reading, teacher need to choose appropiate 
material to make students interest to read. Based on the appropiate source 
of material, students will be enjoy and happy in teaching learning 
process.  
The material of descriptive text : 
4.1  Material of descriptive text about animal  
CAT BUGEL 
We know, most cats look so cute and clean, so is my cat. My name is 
Bugel cat. My cat named Bugel because she looked so cute, tail Bugel 
and makes me always want to hug him and hug him every day. Do you 
want to know about my cat? Bugel I have gray fur and white. It is so soft. 
And makes me always want to hug him. He has beautiful eyes. Its tail 
Bugel.. And he also has sharp teeth and of course my scar. The whiskers 
in his mouth to make the funny. However, although he looks very cute 
and funny, when he's angry or want to catch prey such as mice, it is very 
scary for me. Claws are sharp and seem so long. Her voice sounded like a 
tiger also changed. I never approached him when he was angry. That cat 
Bugel. 
 
Descriptive text about animals, in the descriptive text about 
animals readers can know the shape and characteristic feature of animals 
based on the description in the text. Descriptive text above text described a 
cat named Bugel, the cat is very cute and clean, the cat have gray and 
white fur, the cat have beautiful eyes and tails, in the descriptive text is 
also described the cat have sharp teeth and had a funny mustache. 
Mentioned in this text although the cat was cute the cat seemingly 
daunting when looking for prey, and the cat voice like a tiger. based on the 
text of the above students were able to determine the shape and character 
of the cat. 
4.2  Material of descriptive text about Person 
Atin   : Naela, do you know Anto well ? 
Naela : yes of course. Anto is a very handsome boy in my village. He has 
a pointed nose. His hair is wavy. He is about 165 centimeters tall. He is 
not only handsome, but also kind to anybody. That‟s why he has a lot of 
friends.  
Atin   : who, what a boy ! 
 
Descriptive text about person the readers know what kind of a 
person by mentioning characteristic feature of a person or character 
through descriptive text. In the descriptive text above is described about a 
man named Anto, in the text described the characteristic features Anto that 
he was a boy handsomest in the village he also has a pointed nose  and 
wavy hair he is about 165 centimeters tall, in the text decrypt that Anto is 
not just someone who is good-looking but also good to everyone so that he 
have a lot of friends. the conclusions of the above text is describing a 
person either physically or nature of such person. 
4.3  Material of descriptive text about thing 
RAFFLESIA ARNOLDI 
The rafflesia arnoldi is the biggest flower in the world. It is unusual 
because of its large size. The flower is almost 100 centimeters in diameter 
and 140 centimeters in height.  
“Rafflesia” is derived from the name of the British Governor General, Sir 
Thomas Stamford Raffles, the man who discovered and built the 
Botanical Garden in Bogor. Though it is called Rafflesia after Raflles, the 
man who discovered the plant was Beccary, an Italian botanist who 
visited Sumatra in 1928.  
Rafflesia consist of two part: the stick-like part which grows in the 
middle and the petals around and below it.  
While the flower is blossoming, it has very unpleasant smell which 
affects insects, especially green flies. They seem eager to explore the 
flower. But if the touch the bottom part of the sticklike centre, they die. 
 
Descriptive text above describes the object that is flower. described 
size, inventors and how the flowers grow. to the size of the flowers has 
almost 100 centimeters in diameter 140. The flower was discovered by the 
governor of Britain named Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles so that the flower 
is called Rafflesia. The flower for his own form has two parts like a stick 
in the middle and below the petals. This flower also has a very foul smell 
when it blooms and will fall after a few days. of the texts students can 
know the features, shape, flower size. 
4.4 Material of descriptive text about place 
BOROBUDUR 
Borobudur is a Hindu-Buddhist temple. It lies in Magelang. The 
temple is constructed on a hill 46 meters high and consists of eight step 
like stone terraces, one on top of the other. The first five terraces are 
square and sorrounded by the walls adorned with Buddhist sculpture in 
bas-relief;the upper three are circular, each with a circle of be ll0 shaped  
stupas. The entire edifice is crowned by a large stupa at the center of the 
top circle. 
 
Descriptive text about the place, the text explain about the shape, 
size, content and layout of such a place. Descriptive text above describes 
the Borobudur temple, the Borobudur temple is a place of prayer for the 
Hindu and Buddhist religions. Borobudur temple is located in Magelang. 
Here the reader is also informed about the height of the temple is 40 
meters also explained the layout and shape of the Borobudur temple as 
well as the sum of all the statues in Borobudur temple. it is easy for the 
reader to know the details of the Borobudur temple. 
 2. The Method Used in Teaching Descriptive Text on Reading Skill in 
Eighth Grade Students.  
The researcher discussed the method used in teaching descriptive 
text on reading skill. Based on the interview, observation and the data 
found from the lesson plan. In English teaching learning process on 
descriptive text , in teaching learning activities is to emphasize students 
become active in English communication the teacher used grammar 
translation method, and direct method.  
Anthony (1963:95) defines method as an overall plan for the 
orderly presentation of language material, no part of which is based  upon 
the selected approach. Meanwhile, fauziati (2009:15) defines method as 
treated at the level of design in which the roles of teacher , learners and 
instructional materials are specified.  
From the explanation above it can be concluded that the method 
at the level of procedures has three dimensions, first, the use of teaching 
activities (drill, dialogue, information gap) to present new language. 
Second, the ways in which particular teaching activities are used for 
practicing language. Third , the procedures and teaching used in giving 
feedback to learner concerning the from or content of their sentences.  
Method is treated at the level of design in which the role of 
teacher, learners, and instructional material, are specified. Thus, method 
is theoretically related to an approach and is organizationally 
determained by a design. Anthony (1963:95) in fauziati (2008:5) “defines 
method as an overall plan for the orderly presentation of language 
material, no part of which contradicts, and all of which is based upon the 
selected approach”.  
There are many methods used in teaching, they are :  
a. The grammar translations method. 
The grammar translation method is the oldest method of 
teaching English. This method is also known as the classical 
method. The grammar translation method dominated European 
and foreign language teaching from the 1840s to the 1940s. It 
modified from it continues to be widely used in some part of 
the world today. In grammar translation method reading are the 
primary skill the students work on. Vocabulary selection is 
based solely on the reading text used and words are taught 
through bilingual word list. In a typical Grammar Translation 
text, the grammar rules are presented and illustrated, a list of 
vocabulary items are presented with their translation 
equivalents, and translation exercises are prescribed.   
b. The direct method.  
The direct method is sometimes called  natural method and 
is a method of teaching a foreign language, especially modern 
language, through conversation, discussion, and reading in the 
language it self, without the use of pupil‟s language, without 
translation, and without the study of formal grammar. In direct 
method teacher used video and some picture to explain the 
material.  
The method that used by teacher in SMPN 1 GEMOLONG to 
teach descriptive text are grammar translation method and direct method.  
The first time, this method only used for teaching learning then this 
techniques is growing four are language skills like in three phase 
techniques of reading activity. Three main types activity according 
Williams (1984:37) as follow :  
a. Pre-reading activities.  
Some pre-reading activities simply consist of questions 
to which the reader is required to find the answer from the text.  
The pre reading phase tries to do is:  
1. To introduce and arouse interest in the topic. 
2. To motivate learners by giving a reason for reading.  
3. To provide some language preparation for the text.  
b. While-reading activities  
This phase draws on tarner‟s ideas previous to reading. 
The aims of this phase are: 
1. To help understanding of the writer‟s purpose.  
2. To help understanding of the text structure. 
3. To clarify the content.  
c. Post-reading activities. 
The aims of the post reading work are:  
1. To consolidate or reflect upon what has been read.  
2. To relate the text to the learner‟s own knowledge, 
interest, or views.  
From explanations above it can conducted that there three 
procedures in using three phase technique such as pre activities, main 
activities, and post activities. Based on the document of lesson plan, the 
method used by English teacher reading at SMPN 1 GEMOLONG is 
grammar translation method and direct method. The teacher  in teaching 
learning  process the teacher uses developed reading support student as 
readers though pre reading, while reading, and post reading. Pre reading 
activities are used to prepare students for reading activity. There activities 
of pre reading the type and content of the text, reviewing the vocabulary or 
gramatical structure. While reading activity is reads paragraph passage to 
answer the question based on the picture which focused on the learning 
process and fill in the jumbled text. Post reading is an activity as closing 
part in writing/speaking. The procedure of using three phase technique of 
teaching reading descriptive text on reading school in eighth grade 
students of SMPN 1 GEMOLONG is devided into three steps : 
Three phase technique is learning techniques use three phase. 
Three phase are activities of introduction (pre activities), core activities 
( main activities), and conclusion activities ( post activities).  
a. Pre activities  
The teacher began the lesson by greeting and the students 
replied eagerly. After that, he asked who has didn‟t attend 
today. After opened the class the teacher directly asked on of 
students to ask about the feedback of the following material.in 
the teaching learning process in the classroom, the teacher used 
LCD to explain about the materials. When the teacher 
explained the material, it was question session. the teacher 
asked to the students to ask about material of descriptive text 
and the text descriptive. 
b. Main activities  
The teacher asks one of the students to forward in front of 
the class. The teacher was waiting a student who brave to come 
and forward firstly. After a few minutes, one of the students 
walked to the front of the class and tell the descriptive text. 
And the students who brave to come forward get score. 
c. Post activities 
The teacher give the assignment after explains the material 
to their student. The assignment write on work sheet and 
should be submit on the desk.  
Based on the observation, the teacher usually asks the students to 
work the assignment into three types the question, such fill in the blank 
with suitable answer. Based on the observation, interview, it could be 
concluded that in teaching learning activities the teacher used cooperative 
learning but sometimes the implementation was not effective because not 
all of students work together in the group assignment. 
In the field, the researcher got the data about the study on teaching 
learning descriptive text of reading skill for the eighth grade students of 
SMPN 1 GEMOLONG. The researcher collect the data by observation, 
interview, and document. The detail of classroom observation and 
interview result are stated in lesson plan document. The researcher takes 
all of the data of the study relating the English teaching-learning in the 
eighth grade students of SMPN 1 GEMOLONG. 
There was twice meeting at eighth grade students of SMPN 1 
GEMOLONG, especially in teaching descriptive  text on reading skill. 
That times to get information about teaching English in SMPN 1 
GEMOLONG.  This section will describe the activity of the English class 
during observation. 
The researcher conducted observation in twice meeting with the 
following result : 
a. The first observation  
The result of observation for class VIIIF that hold Mr. Samto, S. 
Pd on August 10
th
 2016 at 10.15 – 11.35 can be explained as bellow. At 
the time, Mr. Samto, S. Pd was teaching descriptive text. There are 32 
students in the classroom when the teaching process. Each the students 
brought their tool or requipment to learn, note book, and some of students 
brought dictionary. The students in the class still looked happy and spirit. 
There were whiteboard, some picture on the wall, LCD, speaker, etc.  
The researcher conducted observation in first meeting with the 
following result: 
1) Pre reading  
The teacher tries to warm up the student‟s 
concentration. The teacher grett the students. After 
greeting, he checked the student‟s attendance and the 
students also prepared the English book that is used for 
every meeting. The teacher explained what the material that 
would be learned at the meeting.  
2) While Reading  
In this section, the teacher was explaining the 
general structure of the descriptive text. Then, he read the 
example of example of descriptive text based on the power 
point in front of class. After explaining the descriptive text, 
the purpose, general structure and example of descriptive 
text, the teacher commanded one of students to read the text 
and understand it in front of class. The teacher corrected the 
student‟s pronounciation and if the students don‟t 
understand about the text they ask to the teacher what the 
meaning of the text or words. There was the text given to 
the students: 
The dialog  
Atin   : Naela, do you know Anto well ? 
Naela : yes of course. Anto is a very handsome boy in my 
village. He has a pointed nose. His hair is wavy. He is 
about 165 centimeters tall. He is not only handsome, but 
also kind to anybody. That‟s why he has a lot of friends.  
Atin   : who, what a boy ! 
 
In the section Mr.Sam also translate the meaning of 
the dialog and Mr. Samto used Grammar Translation 
Method and direct method to explain the meaning to the 
students, in direct method teacher used video to show the 
dialog. 
 
3) Post Reading  
In the post reading the teacher comfirm their 
understanding about the material that has learned. The last 
step was closing in class started with reviewing the material 
of that day. Then, the teacher make conclusion about the 
material and the teacher closed the meeting for today. 
 
b. The Second Observation  
The result of observation for class VIIIF that hold Mr. 
Samto, S. Pd on August 17
th
 2016 at 10.15 – 11.35 can be 
explained as bellow. At the time, Mr. Samto, S. Pd was 
teaching descriptive text. There are 32 students in the 
classroom when the teaching process. Each the students 
brought their tool or requipment to learn, note book, and some 
of students brought dictionary. The students in the class still 
looked happy and spirit. There were whiteboard, some picture 
on the wall, LCD, speaker, etc.  
1) Pre Reading 
In this section  the teacher tried to rise an interest of the 
students. After the greeting the teacher asked the students about 
descriptive text again as feedback then the teacher give text 
about descriptive text. The teacher helped to explain the 
material descriptive text about the describe something as in 
picture and story with laptop and LCD. 
RAFFLESIA ARNOLDI 
The rafflesia arnoldi is the biggest flower in the world. It is 
unusual because of its large size. The flower is almost 100 
centimeters in diameter and 140 centimeters in height.  
“Rafflesia” is derived from the name of the British Governor 
General, Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles, the man who 
discovered and built the Botanical Garden in Bogor. Though 
it is callled Rafflesia after Raflles, the man who discovered 
the plant was Beccary, an Italian botanist who visited Sumatra 
in 1928.  
Rafflesia consist of two part: the stick-like part which grows 
in the middle and the petals around and below it.  
While the flower is blossoming, it has very unpleasant smell 
which affects insects, especially green flies. They seem eager 
to explore the flower. But if the touch the bottom part of the 
sticklike centre, they die. 
    
2) While reading  
 In this section the teacher used grammar 
translation method to translate the text and used direct 
method to give explain about some vocabulary like 
meaning of “flower”. Then, the teacher ask to the students 
to work and give the assignment on work sheet. After 
reading the text the teacher commanded some student to 
read the text. The teacher give understanding about 
meaning and translate some sentence.  
 The teacher corrected the student‟s 
pronounciation and vocabulary again because most of 
students still difficult when they read the text. After the 
students reading the text, he asked the students to find out 
generic structure of the text and to find out the new words 
which they didn‟t understand on the text. Then the teacher 
gave the students exercise. The teacher gave some 
questions related to descriptive text entitled “ Rafflesia 
Arnoldi”.  
3) Post Reading  
 In this section the teacher want the students 
finished the task. After the students finished their 
assignment the teacher asks to submit it on the table in front 
of class. Then, the teacher make conclusion about the 
material and the teacher closed the meeting for today. 
 
 
 
3. The Evaluation Used in Teaching Descriptive Text on Reading Skill 
in Eighth Grade Students.  
Evaluation is important things in teaching learning process. It is 
used know whether the teaching process run well and the purpose of 
teaching learning process be succes, because it is used by the teacher to 
give correction about his method that implemented to the students. It can 
also be used to measure the development of the student about the subject 
materials that have been taught by their teacher. 
Language testing is the practice and study of evaluating the 
proficiency of an individual in using a particular language effectively.  The 
activity of developing and using language test. The purpose of language test 
is to determine a person‟s knowledge and ability in the language and to 
discriminate that person‟s ability from that of other. Such ability like of 
different kind, achievement, proficiency or aptitute. Test unlike scales, 
consist of specified tasks through which language abilities are alecited. The 
term language assesment is used in free variation with language testing 
although it is also used somewhat more widely to include for example 
classroom testing for learning and institutional examinations ( Alan Davies). 
The purpose of the test is to know the ability of the student in 
mastering some lesson (topic) that have been learnt by them before the test 
is held. The test is daily test and final test. The target of this test is for the 
second grade in Junior High School students in class VIII F SMPN 1 
Gemolong.  
3.1 Evaluation  Process 
Based on observation the daily test took after students read the 
descriptive text. The teacher will ask some questions to the students and 
who can then answer will get a score. For daily tests of which there are 
several types of test such as:  
a. Make sentences. After reading the students were told to write a few 
words into a arrangement sentence is good and right in accordance 
grammar, if they can write well and correctly they will get 100 
points but if a little incorrect the score will be reduced some point. 
b. Random point. The teacher will give some question and students 
must be answered quickly, and if the answer correctly the student 
will get 100 points. In this section the student must show the generic 
structure of the text they have read. Students also must answer some 
of the meanings of words in a sentence. 
c. True or False. In this test the teacher give a few sentences and 
students have to determine which sentence is true or false. in this 
model there are 5 questions, and the point for each number is 20. So 
if the students can answer all questions correctly, they will get 100 
total points. 
3.2 Final Evaluation 
For the final test there are some component of language that covered 
in final test are vocabulary, grammar, writing skill, and reading skill. The 
maximum score of this test for reading and writing skill is 100 and the time 
for doing the test is 90 minutes. In writing and reading skill test, there are 
some questions. These questions have 3 models of the test: 
a. Multiple choises. In this model, the students are given in question with 
four answer, they must choose an appropriate answer and make a 
symbol (A, B, C, or D) to the answer the question, in this model there 
are 35 questions, and the point for each number is 1. So if the students 
can answer all questions correctly, they will get 35 total points.  
b. Fill in the blank. In this model. The students should comprehend the 
text and after that they must answer the question based on appropriate 
and fill them at the blank or empty place at those questions. In this 
model, there are 5 questions, the point for each number is 2, and so if 
the students are able to answer the questions correctly, they will get 10 
total points.  
c. Make sentences. In this model students must construct a sentence 
properly there are 2 questions and in this model the point for each 
number is 2.5, and so if the students able to answer the question 
correctly, they will get 5 total points  
For assessment of the results of students multiplied by 2 points 
if the students were able to correctly answer all the students will get a 
total of 100 points. 
 
B. Discussion 
Discussions present the data obtained by the teacher compared 
with the theories constructed by the experts. The data got from the 
interview, observation, and document analysis were compared with the  
theories constructed by the experts to find whether they were suitable or 
not.  
1. The Material Used In Teaching Learning Descriptive Text on 
Reading Skill in Eighth Grade Students.   
According to Dara (2012:3) stated that material is all of 
material to used the teacher in learning activities in the classroom. 
According to (National Center for Vocational Education Research Ltd) 
stated that material is a teaching material that arranged systematically. 
from definition above, it can be concluded that material is skill of 
knowledge and attitude to mastery of the learners in the standard of 
competency.  
The book is also designed to help the students to develop 
positive attitudes toward the learning of English as a foreign language. 
Through becoming good learners and learning how to learn. The 
materials and presentation of the the lesson are aimed is such a way 
that they will help the student cope with their various survival needed 
for learning the language. Refering to standard of National Education 
No. 22 and 23 year 2006, the material learns heavily toward academic 
English.  
Based on these statements above, it means that the English 
teacher carries out the model of teaching material based on the theory 
of model descriptive text. The teacher use syllabus, lesson plan, book, 
LKS and some story from internet to teach descriptive text. The 
material is descriptive text about animal, person, thing and place. 
The material about animal the descriptive text explain about the 
describes the shape, characteristic feature, colors, sounds, habits and 
behavior of an animal and in this material describes a cat named 
Bugel, to descriptive text about someone the text explains about the 
character, nature and characteristic feature someone such as face 
shape, behavior and habits someone, in this material text describes the 
characteristics and nature of a person named Anto. for descriptive text 
about the thing in this material describes the shape, inventor, 
appearance and physical characteristics of the flower Rafflesia 
Arnoldi, and to descriptive text about the place in this material 
describes the shape, size, detail the place, content and usability of a 
borobudur temple.   
2. The Method Used in Teaching Learning Descriptive Text on 
Reading Skill in Eighth Grade Students.  
Based on the research findings, the data found from the 
observation and analysis of lesson plans show that the procedure of 
teaching-learning activities is divided into three steps, namely: pre 
reading, while reading, and post reading. Three phase are activity of 
introduction (pre activities), core activities (main activitues ), and 
conclusion activities (post activities). From the data found in research 
finding, the students more be active and interested in studying 
descriptive text on reading skill. The teacher also asked the students to 
always bring their dictionaries . it aimed to improve their vocabulary.  
Related to the communication in the classroom, the interaction 
between English teacher and students used English. There is a good 
interaction between English teacher and students but both the English 
teacher and students realized that it still had to develop. The English 
teacher interactions should be interpreted well in students‟s 
prespective, and there should be encouragement to use the English as 
intructional language in partical communication without worrying 
about the mistakes.  
Lesson plan of teacher found using methode contextual. Teaching 
Learning is a learning system that matches the performance of the 
brain, to develop patterns that create meaning. While lingking 
academic content to the context of everyday life learners. Where there 
searcher observed the teaching learning process teacher use method of 
grammar translation method and direct method in Three phase are 
activities of introduction (pre activities), core activities (main 
activities), and conclusion active (post activities). 
 
  
a. Pre activities. 
1) Students are given fun activities to interested and motivated 
to learn.  
2) Students are introducted to topic that will be studied. 
3) Students answered questions about the topics that will 
studied.  
b. Main activities 
1) Students have activities related to the core material. 
2) Students practice the skills based on learning objective.  
c. Post activities 
1) Students conclude the learning activities. 
2) Students receive feedback and reflect on learning. 
In the learning process the teacher use the grammar translation 
method in this method the teacher translate text sentence by sentence 
to explain to students so that students are able to understand the text 
clearly, in the teaching learning process the teacher also use the direct 
method, for the direct method the teacher use instructional media such 
as video, images, LCD, and speakers to support the learning process, 
in te teaching learning process students can also directly asked which 
word is not known by students and the teacher will directly answer 
questions and explain directly some of the vocabulary that must be 
mastered by students. 
 3. The Evaluation Used in Teaching Learning Descriptive Text on 
Reading Skill in Eighth Grade Students.  
Based on the observations the evaluation take by daily test and 
final test, the daily test took after students read the descriptive text. 
The teacher will ask some questions to the students and who can then 
answer will get a score. For daily tests of which there are several types 
of test such as:  
1. Make sentences. After reading the students were told to write a 
few words into a arrangement sentence is good and right in 
accordance grammar, if they can write well and correctly they 
will get 100 points but if a little incorrect the score will be 
reduced some point. 
2. Random point. The teacher will give some question and 
students must be answered quickly, and if the answer correctly 
the student will get 100 points. In this section the student must 
show the generic structure of the text they have read. Students 
also must answer some of the meanings of words in a sentence. 
3. True or False. In this test the teacher give a few sentences and 
students have to determine which sentence is true or false. in 
this model there are 5 questions, and the point for each number 
is 20. So if the students can answer all questions correctly, they 
will get 100 total points. 
The component of language that covered in final test are 
vocabulary, grammar, writing skill, and reading skill. In writing and 
reading skill test, there are some questions. These questions have 3 
models of the test: 
1. Multiple choises. In this model, the students are given in 
question with four answer, they must choose an appropriate 
answer and make a symbol (A, B, C, or D) to the answer the 
question, in this model there are 35 questions, and the point 
for each number is 1. So if the students can answer all 
questions correctly, they will get 35 total points.  
2. Fill in the blank. In this model. The students should 
comprehend the text and after that they must answer the 
question based on appropriate and fill them at the blank or 
empty place at those questions. In this model, there are 5 
questions, the point for each number is 2, and so if the 
students are able to answer the questions correctly, they will 
get 10 total points.  
3. Make sentences. In this model students must construct a 
sentence properly there are 2 questions and in this model 
the point for each number is 2.5, and so if the students able 
to answer the question correctly, they will get 5 total points.  
 
 
In evaluation of the lesson, the teacher used test on the daily test 
and final test. It it based on the interview with the teacher. The daily 
test is not often taking every meeting because the time of the study 
is not enough to do that. In giving assignment, the teacher takes 
from individual and group discussion in the end of every chapter.  
“ Good teacher manages also need to assess how well their 
students are progessing. This can be done through a variety of 
measures including homework assignment, speaking activities 
where the teacher scores the participation of the students, and the 
frequent small progress test. Good teacher keep a record of their 
students’ achievement so that they are always aware of how they 
are getting on. Only if teacher keep such kinds of progess records 
can they begin to see when teaching and learning has not been 
succesfull (Harmer: 2005:22).” 
 
English teacher in eighth grade students of SMPN 1 
GEMOLONG can evaluate well agree the expert‟s theory. The 
teacher can how the students‟ achievement in every topic of 
material discussion.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 This chapter present the conclusion of the research  that has been done in 
SMP N 1 GEMOLONG. It also presents the suggestion for the English teacher 
and students in  SMP N 1 GEMOLONG. 
A. Conclusion   
The conclusion of this research deals with the answers of the 
research problems based on the research findings and discussion in the 
chapter IV. Based on the research finding and discussion, the researcher 
found that the English teacher of eighth grade students at SMP N 1 
GEMOLONG teaches reading descriptive text. The researcher draws the 
answer about the research problem related the implementation of teaching 
descriptive text on reading skill to eighth grade students of SMP N 1 
GEMOLONG in academic year 2016/2017. 
1. The material that is used by the teacher in teaching reading 
descriptive text on the eighth grade students of SMPN 1 Gemolong 
in academic year 2016/2017.  
The material for reading descriptive text on reading skill to the 
eighth grade students for material for teaching descriptive text on 
reading skill, the English teacher used syllabus, lesson plan, book, 
picture, video, and some text to describe something. The picture, 
video and the text showed up on slide power point. In preparation 
before teaching, the English teacher always made a question to know 
how far the students understood of her material. The teacher also give 
easy material to make students easy to understand the material. The 
material used by teacher in teach reading is descriptive text about 
animal, person, thing, and place. 
The material about animal the descriptive text explain about the 
describes the shape, characteristic feature, colors, sounds, habits and 
behavior of an animal and in this material describes a cat named 
Bugel, to descriptive text about someone the text explains about the 
character, nature and characteristic feature someone such as face 
shape, behavior and habits someone, in this material text describes the 
characteristics and nature of a person named Anto. for descriptive text 
about the thing in this material describes the shape, inventor, 
appearance and physical characteristics of the flower Rafflesia 
Arnoldi, and to descriptive text about the place in this material 
describes the shape, size, detail the place, content and usability of a 
borobudur temple.  
2. The method  that is used by the teacher in teaching reading 
descriptive text on the eighth grade students of SMPN 1 Gemolong 
in academic year 2016/2017.  
The method used for teaching descriptive text on reading skill to 
eighth grade students. The English teacher used the method is 
grammar translation method and direct method in three phase 
technique. Three phase are activities of introduction (pre activities), 
core activities ( main activities), and conclusion activities ( post 
activities). The grammar translation and direct method used in while 
reading.  
In the learning process the teacher use the grammar translation 
method in this method the teacher translate text sentence by sentence 
to explain to students so that students are able to understand the text 
clearly, in the teaching learning process the teacher also use the direct 
method, for the direct method the teacher use instructional media such 
as video, images, LCD, and speakers to support the learning process, 
in the teaching learning process students can also directly asked which 
word is not known by students and the teacher will directly answer 
questions and explain directly some of the vocabulary that must be 
mastered by students. 
3. The evaluation that is used by the teacher in teaching reading 
descriptive text on the eighth grade students of SMPN 1 Gemolong 
in academic year 2016/2017.   
The evaluation; assesment and scoring, documents used 
teaching descriptive text on reading skill to eighth grade students. The 
English teacher used assessment and scoring, every term of semester 
the teacher always  makes scoring for every material, daily score and 
final test in scale 0-100. Based on the categories of participation, 
discipline, homework, test, and each skill (listening, speaking, reading, 
and writing).  
The evaluation take by daily test and final test, the daily test 
took after students read the descriptive text. The teacher will ask some 
questions to the students and who can then answer will get a score. 
These questions have 3 model of daily test.  
(1) Make sentences. After reading the students were told to 
write a few words into a arrangement sentence is good and right in 
accordance grammar. (2) Random point. The teacher will give some 
question and students must be answered quickly, and if the answer 
correctly the student will get 100 points. (3) True or False. In this test 
the teacher give a few sentences and students have to determine which 
sentence is true or false. 
The component of language that covered in final test are 
vocabulary, grammar, writing skill, and reading skill. In writing and 
reading skill test, there are some questions. These questions have 3 
models of final test. 
(1) Multiple choises. In this model, the students are given in 
question with four answer, they must choose an appropriate answer 
and make a symbol (A, B, C, or D) to the answer the question. (2) Fill 
in the blank. In this model. The students should comprehend the text 
and after that they must answer the question based on appropriate and 
fill them at the blank or empty place at those questions. (3) Make 
sentences. In this model students must construct a sentence properly 
there are 2 questions and in this model the point for each number is 
2.5, and so if the students able to answer the question correctly, they 
will get 5 total points. 
  
B. SUGGESTION 
Based on the result of the research stated above, the researcher 
draws some suggestion. The researcher hopes that these suggestions will 
be useful, especially for English teacher, for the students, for the school, 
and the other researcher. After analyzing the data and making conclusions 
about the research, the researcher gives some suggestions in order to make 
a better improvement.  
 
1. For the English teacher 
a) The English teacher should be more creative in using the various 
teaching methods on descriptive text of reading skill to eighth 
grade students so the students will not feel bored.  
b) In giving the material of descriptive text on reading skill, the 
English teacher must give rules to the students such as asking them 
to memorize vocabularies.  
c) The English teacher must be more discipline in using the time 
allocation for teaching descriptive text on reading skill activities. 
d) Teacher need to find appropiate method to teach students based on 
the characteristic of the students and curriculum.  
e) The teacher should be patients to grow up the student‟s confidence 
if they could and smart. 
f) Teacher can play some games to make students‟s enthusiasm in 
learning reading.  
g) Teacher should implement the other technique that is interesting 
and also use the other media.   
2. For the students  
a) The students must be more active in teaching descriptive text on 
reading skill. 
b) The students should not worry about mistakes if they understand 
the descriptive text materials. 
c) Student who want to expert in English reading should be 
understand about a variety of the form of reading. 
d) Students have to keep learning and exercise in order to read and 
speak well in English.   
3. For the school. 
The school can be facilitating the teacher in developing the method 
so teacher can be improve their method includes using the techniques, 
method and the media that will be implemented to the students. 
4. For the researcher 
The researcher feels that her research is not perfect yet. The 
researcher hopes that this research can be used reference for the other 
researcher to be a better research.  
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INTERVIEW PRE- OBSERVASI WITH THE TEACHER OF SMPN 1 
GEMOLONG 
 
Interviewee : Mr. Samto, S.pd  
Date  :  August 8
th 
2016 
Place   : SMPN 1 Gemolong 
Interviewer : Sasa Ismiyastuti 
Judul   : Wawancara materi, metode dan penilaian 
pembelajaran 
 
Peneliti  : selamat pagi pak, maaf mengganggu waktunya sebentar, disini 
saya akan mewawancarai bapak tentang proses dan materi 
pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris dikelas 8. 
Mr. Samto : ya mbak, ada yang bisa saya bantu? 
Peneliti : pertama, yang saya ingin tanyakan bagaimana ketertarikan siswa 
pada saat belajar Bahasa Inggris pak ?  
Mr. Samto : sejak saya mengajar disini, menurut saya disini anak-anaknya 
sudah lumayan banyak yang berminat dalam pembelajaran Bahasa 
Inggris. Anak-anak sangat aktif dan antusias dalam mengikuti 
pelajaran Bahasa Inggris. 
Peneliti : ketika bapak mengajar Bahasa Inggris materi dan metode apa 
yang bapak gunakan ? 
Mr. Samto  : karena disekolah ini, kelas 8 dan 9 masih menggunakan 
kurikulum KTSP jadi saya kebanyakan menggunakan metode 
ceramah tapi itu tergantung materinya juga mbak, kalau seumpama 
materinya itu berbentuk suatu cerita saya biasanya membebaskan 
siswa untuk berkreasi dengan materi yang ada dan untuk materi 
saya sesuaikan dengan silabus dan RPP tetapi beberapa materi saya 
ambilkan dari internet agar materinya tidak hanya berasal dari 
buku saja. 
Peneliti : kemudian untuk medianya apa saja yang bapak gunakan? 
Mr. Samto : medianya ya buku LKS, buku paket, dan media internet juga. 
Disekolah ini kebetulan seluruh kelas sudah terdapat LCD dan 
speaker aktifnya jadi kita menggunakan itu untuk proses 
pembelajaran.  
Peneliti : kebetulan disini skripsi saya tentang pembelajaran reading di 
deskriptive teks, untuk materinya itu bagaimana pak? 
Mr. Samto : oh kalau untuk deskriptive teks saya memberikan beberapa 
gambar dan teks deskriptive teks sebagai materi kadang saya juga 
memberikan sebuah video seperti video dialog mendeskripsikan 
seseorang , tempat, ataupun barang.  
Peneliti : kalau untuk penilaian siswa sendiri bagaimana pak ? 
Mr. Samto  : kalau untuk nilai saya tidak mengambil setiap pembelajaran, 
terkdanang saya memberi soal secara spontan dan itu mendapat 
kan nilai tersendiri terkadang juga saya adakan ulangan dan kuis 
mendadak, hal itu saya lakukan untuk mengetahui seberapa paham 
anak-anak akan materi yang telah saya sampaikan.  
Peneliti  : kalau untuk penilaian utamanya bagaimana pak ? 
Mr. Samto : kalau penilaian utama disetiap materi nanti diakhir materi 
biasanya saya memberikan ulangan. 
Peneliti : bagaimana dengan waktu dalam mengajar pak, apakah sudah 
cukup ? 
Mr. Samto : ohh iya menurut saya sudah cukup asalkan materi yang kita 
sampaikan itu mudah diterima oleh siswa. Dalam 1 kali 
pembelajaran ada 40 menit jadi cukup untuk membahas materi 
yang ada. 
Peneliti  : oh seperti itu pak, baik pak saya rasa cukup wawancaranya, 
terimakasih banyak sudah meluangkan waktunya pak.  
Mr. Samto : iya sama-sama mbak.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INTERVIEW RESULT 
INTERVIEW WITH THE STUDENT OF VIII F 
IN SMPN 1 GEMOLONG 
 
Interviewee : Ferdi Yuda Ilham Permana 
Date  : August  12
th 
2016 
Place   : SMPN 1 Gemolong 
Interviewer : Sasa Ismiyastuti  
 
Interviewer : Hallo excuse me, Im Sasa Ismiyastuti I want interview with you. 
Student : yes mbak, can I help you ? 
Interviewer : em actually I will ask you about your learning here, want you ? 
Student : oke mbak, just ask.  
Interviewer : oke, em what is your full name and where do you come from ? 
Student : Iam Ferdi Yuda lham Permana, Im from gemolong.  
Interviewer  : oke Ferdi what do you think about the class here ?  
Student : I think this class is good class, I mean it is about the teacher and 
the material. I can enjoy every meeting and every section here. The 
material is easily to understand and the teacher is good in teach 
because the teacher give me appropiate method in the class. 
Community of English who study together about English in fun 
place and fun material, and also fun friend and teacher so we not 
bored when study.  
Interviewer : oke thanks you so much Ferdi for your time and for your 
information.  
Student  : you are welcome.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INTERVIEW RESULT 
INTERVIEW WITH THE STUDENT OF VIII F 
IN SMPN 1 GEMOLONG 
 
Interviewee : Nabila Rizky Alghonia 
Date  : August  12
th 
2016 
Place   : SMPN 1 Gemolong 
Interviewer : Sasa Ismiyastuti  
 
Interviewer : Hallo excuse me, Im Sasa Ismiyastuti I want interview with you. 
Student : yes miss, can I help you? 
Interviewer : em actually I will ask you about your learning here, want you ? 
Student : yes miss, come on I will answer you.  
Interviewer : oke, em what is your full name and where do you come from ? 
Student : Iam Nabila Rizky Alghonia, Im from Sumberlawang.  
Interviewer  : oke Nabila what do you think about the class here ? I mean the 
teacher and material about descriptive text?  
Student : eemmhh my class is fun I like this class and my English teacher 
mr. Samto is funny teacher and his is not boring. Mr. Samto always 
give material with funny method like show the video and funny 
story for describe something. And the material not difficult to 
understand. 
Interviewer : oke how about the exam ?  
Student : for exam sometimes Mr. Sam give some quiz and if we can 
answer the question for Mr. Sam we get a score and in the last 
meeting in every material mr. Sam give term test.    
Interviewer : oke thanks you so much Nabila for your time and for your 
information.  
Student  : you are welcome miss Sasa.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION OF TERM TEST 
PART 1 
TANAH LOT 
Tanah Lot is a welknown tourist resort in the Bali. It really has a very 
lovely scenary with its natural beach. The rock on the beach make it more 
beautiful. On one of the rocky hills there is a pura called Pura Tanah Lot. It is 
place very Hinduism follower to their prayer.  
1. Tanah Lot is a welknown ... .. resort in Bali. 
a. Tour 
b. Tourist 
c. Tourism 
d. Touring 
2. Based on the text, which statement is correct ? 
a. Tanah Lot is a popular tourist resort in Bali.  
b. Tanah Lot is not a popular tourist resort in Bali.  
c. Bali is a welknown tourist resort in Tanah Lot.  
d. Bali is bot welknown tourist resort in Tanah Lot.  
3. Tanah Lot has a very lovely scenery8. „Scenery‟ means ... 
a. Sea 
b. Beach 
c. View 
d. Rock 
 
4. Where is the Pura Tanah Lot ? it is ..... a rocky hill. 
a. Beside 
b. Behind 
c. Under 
d. On  
5. The identification of the text is ..... 
a. Tanah Lot is a welknown tourist resort in the Bali 
b. It really has a very lovely scenary with its natural beach 
c. The rock on the beach make it more beautiful 
d. On one of the rocky hills there is a pura called Pura Tanah Lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PART 2 
The rafflesia arnoldi is the biggest flower in the world. It is unusual 
because of its large size. The flower is almost 100 centimeters in diameter and 
140 centimeters in height.  
“Rafflesia” is derived from the name of the British Governor General, Sir 
Thomas Stamford Raffles, the man who discovered and built the Botanical 
Garden in Bogor. Though it is callled Rafflesia after Raflles, the man who 
discovered the plant was Beccary, an Italian botanist who visited Sumatra in 1928.  
Rafflesia consist of two part: the stick-like part which grows in the middle 
and the petals around and below it.  
While the flower is blossoming, it has very unpleasant smell which affects 
insects, especially green flies. They seem eager to explorethe flower. But if the 
touch the bottom part of the sticklike centre, they die. 
1. What is the suitable tittle for the text? 
a. Stamford Raffles 
b. Italian Botanist 
c. Rafflesia Arnoldi 
d. Botanical Garden 
2. The purpose of the text is to give information about ... 
a. Rafflesia Arnoldi 
b. Thomas Stamford Raffles 
c. How to grow Rafflesia Arnoldi 
d. The Botanical Garden in Bogor 
3. The identification of the text can be found in ... 
a. 1st sentence of paragraph 1 
b. 2nd sentence of paragraph 1 
c. 1st sentence of paragraph 2 
d. 2nd sentence of paragraph 2 
4. It is unusual because of its  large size. The word „large‟ means ... 
a. Small 
b. Tiny 
c. Big 
d. Long 
 
5. The word „they‟ in the last paragraph refers to ...  
a. The green flies 
b. The parts of raflesia 
c. The petals 
d. Stamford Raffles and Beccary  
 
JAVAN RHINCOCEROS 
Javan rhincoceros is one kind of the rare rhinoceroses in the world. It is 
comparetively small and slender. It‟s about 1.7 meters high. Males have a single 
horn up to 10 inches in length. Females are usually homless. Like other kinds of 
rhinoceros, Javan rhinoceros eats grass and spends most time in water.  
 Formerly the Javan rhinoceros lived in Myanmar, Indocina, the Malay 
Peninsula, Java, and Sumatra. It‟s now relatively scarce. People hunted them for 
their horns. We only find them in Ujungkulon, West Java now.  
6. The identification part of the text are found in ...  
a. The 1st sentence of the 2nd paragraph 
b. The last sentence of the 2nd paragraph 
c. The 1st sentence of the 1st paragraph 
d. The last sentence of the 1st paragraph 
7. Based on the text, which one of the following statements is correct? 
a. Javan rhinoceros is very big 
b. Javan rhinoceroses are rare animals 
 
c. People hunted Javan rhinoceros for their skin 
d. Male Javan rhinocheroses are hornless 
8. Females are usually hornless. The world „hornless‟ means ... 
a. Having many horns 
b. Having two horns 
c. Having only one horn 
d. Having no horn 
9. It is comparatively small and slender. „slender‟ means ... 
a. Big 
b. Large 
c. Thin 
d. Thick  
10. It‟s now telatively ... (2nd paragraph). What does the word „it‟ refers to? 
a. Javan rhinoceros‟ horn  
b. Javan rhinoceros  
c. Sumatra 
d. Malay peninsula  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PART 3 
BOROBUDUR 
Borobudur is a Hindu-Buddhist temple. It lies in Magelang. The temple is 
constructed on a hill 46 meters high and consists of eight steplike stone terraces, 
one on top of the other. The first five terraces are square and sorrounded by the 
walls adorned with Buddhist sculpture in bas-relief;the upper three are circular, 
each with a circle of bell0shaped  stupas. The entire edifice is crowned by a large 
stupa at the center of the top circle. 
1. What is the purpose of the text? 
a. To tell the history of Borobudur temple 
b. To tell what Borobudur temple is like 
c. To describe how Borobudur temple was built 
d. To advertise Borobudur temple 
2. Which pne is the identification of the text? 
a. It lies in Magelang 
b. Borobudur is a Hindu-buddhist temple 
c. The temple is constructes on a hill 
d. The entire efdifice is crowned by a large stupa at the center of the top 
circle 
3. It lies in Magelang. „it‟ refers to ... 
a. Borobudur 
b. Magelang 
 
c. Sculpture 
d. Stupa 
4.  „the entire edifice is crowned by a large stupa... „ what does „large‟ mean? 
a. Short 
b. Long 
c. Small 
d. Big 
5. What are there at the top of Borobudur? 
a. Buddhist sculpture in bas-relief 
b. Hindu-Buddhist temple 
c. Steplike stone terraces 
d. A large stupa 
 
JAKARTA 
Jakarta, formely Batavia, is the capital and largest city of the republic of 
Indonesia. It is located on the northwest coast of java island at the mouth of the 
Ciliwung River. Jakarta dominates Indonesia‟s administrative, economic, and 
cultural activities, and is a major commercial and transportation hub within Asia. 
The climate is hot and humid. Rainfall occurs throughtout the year. The heaviest 
rainfall occurs from November to May. The city lies on a flat and low plain. That 
is why flood disaster often happens during the periods of heavy rainfall.  
Jakarta is a magnet for mogrants from other areas of Indonesia; during the 
late 1980s an estimated two hundreds and fifty migrants arrived daily. At the 1990 
census, DKI Jakarta had a population of 8,259,266. The 1997 population wa 
9,341,400. These figures do not include seasonal residents who may number more 
than 1 million.  
6. The identification of the text can be found in ... 
a. The 1st sentence of the 1st paragraph 
b. The 1st sentence of the 2nd paragraph 
c. The last sentence of the 1st paragraph 
d. The last sentence of the 2nd paragraph 
7. How is the climate in Jakarta? 
a. Cool and fresh 
b. Hot and fresh 
c. Hot and humid 
d. Cool and humid 
8. Heavy rainfall possibly takes place in Jakarta on ... 
a. December, january, February 
b. April, May, June 
c. May, June, July 
d. June, July, August 
9. Flood often happens in Jakarta, because ... 
a. Jakarta is located on the northwest coast of Java Island 
b. Jakarta is the capital city 
c. Jakarta is high populated 
d. Jakarta lies on a flat low plain 
10. The city lies on flat and low plain. The closest meaning to the word 
„plain‟ is .... 
a. Mountain 
b. Land 
c. River 
d. Climate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PART 4 
SINGKAWANG 
 Located in the province of West Kalimantan on the island of borneo in 
Indonesia, Singkawang is Well-known as the city of a Thousand Temples. There 
are so many temples can be found in the city and its sorrounding. Nearly every 
god and godness in Chinese mythology are worshipped here.  
 Singkawang is also known as the one of the Indonesian Chinatowns since 
the majority population is Chinese descendant. They still practice their culture in 
any ceremony or official events, from wedding to funeral ceremonies. The culture 
is seen as the closest to the original tradition of Chinese people, making 
Singkawang known as the Indonesian Chinatown.  
 Unique food like “ rujak ju hie” (rojak with dried squid) is one of 
delicacies in Singkawang. Tofu (bean cued) Singkawang is famous in west 
Kalimantan, also “ kembang tahu” (silky smooth tofu with sugar gravy) is very 
popular in this city. Singkawang is also famous for its cakes. The variety of cakes 
is surprising and available from early morning till midnight. Kopi Tiam (local 
coffee shop) with strong bitter robusta can be found every where. Peaceful and 
safe feeling for everyone makes Singkawang to be one of the cities with lively 
night.  
1. What does the text tell us about ? 
a. Chinese mythology 
b. Singkawang 
 
c. Tradition of chinese people 
d. The island of Borneo 
2. The word „well-known‟ in the first paragraph is similiar in meaning with 
... 
a. Strange 
b. Unusual 
c. Unique 
d. Famous 
3. Why is Singkawang known as the Indonesian Chinatown? 
a. Singkawang is a city located in the province of West Kalimantan. 
b. There are so many temples can be found in the city and its 
sorrounding. 
c. The culture is seen as the closest to the original tradition of Chinese 
people. 
d. Singkawang is very famous for its cakes.  
4. They still practice their culture in any ceremony or ... (paragraph 2). The 
word „they‟ refers to .... 
a. Indonesian Chinatowns 
b. The majority population 
c. Official events 
d. Funeral ceremonies 
5. Based on the text, which one of the following statements is incorrect? 
a. All the people of Singkawang are Chinese descendant. 
b. Silky smooth tofu with sugar gravy is very popuar in Singkawang. 
c. Singkawang is famous as the city of a Thousand Temples. 
d. Singkawang is known as one of the Indonesian Chinatowns. 
 
SAMOSIR 
Samosir is the largest island within an island, and the fifth largest lake 
island in the world. It also contains two smaller lakes, Lake Sidihoni and  Lake 
Aek Natonang. Across the lake on the east from the island lies Uluan Peninsula. 
The island is linked to the mainland of Sumatra on its western part by a narrow 
land connecting the town of Pangururan on Samosir and Tele on mainland 
Sumatra. Tele consequently offers one of the best views of Lake Toba and 
Samosir Island.  
Samosir is a popular tourist destination due to its exotic history and the 
vistas it offers. The tourist resort are concentrated in the Tuktuk area. The island is 
the centre of the Batak culture and many the Toba Batak traditional houses remain 
on the island. Most of the tourist accommodations are concentrated in the small 
town of Tuktuk, which is located a one-hour ferry ride across the lake from the 
town of Parapat. A car ferry leaves the mainland from Ajibata and lands in the 
small town of Tomok, about a 10 minutes drive from Tuktuk. There are also other 
passenger ferries and individual hotels may also have ferries available.  
6. What is the purpose of the text? 
a. To tell about the lake Toba 
b. To give informatiom about Samosir 
 
c. To describe the Batak traditional houses 
d. To infrom about the small toen of Tuk Tuk 
7. It also contains two smaller lakes, ... (first paragraph). What does the word 
„it‟ refer to? 
a. Sumatra 
b. Lake 
c. Island 
d. Samosir 
8. What is the main idea of the second paragraph? 
a. Samosir is the largest island within an island 
b. Samosir is the centre of the Batak culture 
c. Samosir is a popular tourist destination 
d. Samosir is an island within an island 
9. „samosir is a popular destination due to its exotic history...‟ (paragraph 2) 
The closest meaning to the words „ due to‟ is .... 
a. Altough 
b. However 
c. Because of 
d. Consist of 
10. Based on the text, the following statement are correct, except ... 
a.  Samosir lies bbetween Lake Sidihoni and Lake Aek Natonang 
b. Samosir is a popular tourist destination due to its vistas 
 
 
c. Tele is one of the best views of Lake Toba and Samosir Island 
d. Tuktuk is located a one-hour ferry ride across the lake from the town 
of Parapat.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PART 5 
MR. SUPRIYADI 
Mr. Supriyadi is a (1) _____  teacher at our school. He is about 45 years 
(2) _____. Most of his hair has turned white. By seven o‟clock in the morning he 
is always in the school (3) ______ and ready to teach. A cap on his (4) _____ 
accompanies him when teaching. He is also known as a good (5) _____ because 
he is really good at cooking 
.  
6.  rearrange the jumbled words below in correct spelling.  
Carefuly – car –Mr. Supriyadi – his –drives – very – always 
 
7. rearrange the sentences below into a good paragraph 
1. one is for teachers and the other one is for students 
2. it lies on Jalan Pagumenganmas Pekalongan  
3. SMP 1 Karangdadap is the school where I study 
4. it has two parking lots.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TABLE OF SCORE 
No NIS NAMA L/P 
Daily 
score 
Daily 
score 
Term  
score 
1 10149 ACHMAD NUR ARIFIN L 90  94 
2 10161 ALIFIA FADHILA NAURA P 90 100 80 
3 10168 ANINDYA PUTRI RAMADHANI P 80 99 70 
4 10170 ANNISA AYUNINGTYAS P 90 100 92 
5 10171 
ANNISA SALSABILA 
APRILIANDA 
P 
70 100 84 
6 10182 AZMI LAYINU LATIF L 90 100 88 
7 10195 DESRINI PRAPTI NURROHMAH P 90 99 68 
8 10198 DEVI MAULIDAH ROMADHONA P 90 99 72 
9 10201 DIAS AKBAR VERRIYADI L 50 98 82 
10 10217 FATMAWATI P 60 99 62 
11 10218 
FAUZAAN MUKTI DICKY 
MARCELLINO L 
90 99 72 
12 10221 FERDI YUDA ILHAM PERMANA L 90 100 84 
13 10227 
GLORINDA SHINTA 
YORINDRIANI 
P 
100 100 72 
14 10231 
HAFIDZ LISTYAN ADITYA 
PERDANA 
L 
50 98 52 
15 10238 HERAISYA AULIA YURIE P 90 100 88 
16 10243 ILHAM AKBAR ADI WIJAYA L 70 100 90 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
17 10294 NABILA RIZKY ALGHONIA P 90 99 88 
18 10296 NANDA BURHAM SETIYAWAN L 80 99 52 
19 10298 NAUFAL SATRIA ARMANTO L 70 99 82 
20 10319 
RANGGITA MELATI ERIKA 
PUTRI 
P 
90 99 58 
21 10320 
RANU WENING WAHYU 
SETYOWATI 
P 
90 96 84 
22 10324 RIFQY MAULANA SYAMSUDIN L 50 95 60 
23 10326 RISMA RAHMAWATI P 70 100 62 
24 10329 ROFI'AH BUDI NADIA P 60 100 68 
25 10335 SAKTI RUMEKSO AJI L 90 99 56 
26 10336 
SALMA ARISTA PUTRI 
SUKAMTO 
P 
80 100 80 
27 10338 SALSABILA INTAN MAHARA P 90 100 78 
28 10341 SATRIO RUMEKSO AJI L 90 99 76 
29 10344 SEPTIANA ARDININGSIH P 70 99 68 
30 10349 SINTIA DESI RAHMAWATI P 90 99 62 
31 10354 TEGAR ADITYA L 100 95 76 
32 10366 YUDISTIRA CAHAYA ASSIDIQ L 80 99 80 
RENCANA PELAKSANAAN PEMBELAJARAN 
(RPP) 
 
 
SMP   : SMP NEGERI 1 GEMOLONG 
Mata Pelajaran   : Bahasa Inggris 
Kelas/Semester   : VIII (Delapan) / 1 
Standar Kompetensi  : 5.  Memahami makna teks tulis fungsional  dan esei 
pendek sederhana  berbentuk descriptive dan recount  
yang berkaitan dengan lingkungan sekitar 
Kompetensi Dasar     : 5.1. Membaca nyaring bermakna teks tulis fungsional dan  
esei berbentuk descriptive  pendek dan sederhana 
dengan ucapan, tekanan dan intonasi yang berterima 
yang berkaitan dengan lingkungan sekitar 
Indikator                  : 
2.1.1. Membaca dengan nyaring dan bermakna teks 
fungsional pendek berbentuk teks descriptive                                                      
2.1.2. Mengidentifikasi berbagai informasi dalam 
teks fungsional pendek berbentuk descriptive 
 
Jenis Teks : Fungsional / monolog 
Tema : Animal, Person, Thing, place 
Aspek / Skill : Membaca 
Alokasi Waktu : 2 x 40 menit 
 
1. Tujuan Pembelajaran. 
Pada akhir pembelajaran siswa dapat : 
a. Membaca dengan baik teks descriptive 
b. Mengenali intonasi di dalam membaca teks descriptive 
c. Mengenali tanda baca dalam teks descriptive 
2. Materi Pembelajaran. 
Let‟s Talk, English for Junior High School 
Metode Pembelajaran / Teknik : Grammar Translation and Direct 
method/Three-phase teknique 
3. Langkah - langkah Kegiatan.  
a. Kegiatan Pendahuluan. 
- Tanya jawab tentang berbagai hal terkait topik tertentu tentang 
hewan, seseorang, benda, dan tempat 
- Menentukan makna kata dan menggunakannya dalam kalimat 
terkait tentang hewan, seseorang, benda, dan tempat 
                  b.  Kegiatan Inti 
         - Membaca teks deskriptif 
         - Menentukan kata, dan bentuk kata kerja yang digunakan dalam 
teks deskriptif 
         - Membaca teks deskriptif lainnya 
c.  Kegiatan Penutup. 
         - Menanyakan kesulitan siswa selama PBM. 
         - Menyimpulkan materi pembelajaran. 
         - Menugaskan siswa untuk  membuat teks descriptive tentang 
kesehatan 
4. Sumber Belajar.  
 Buku English in Focus for Grade VIII Junior High School 
                  Gambar – gambar yang relevan 
5. Penilaian. 
a. Teknik : Tes tertulis 
b. Bentuk : uraian 
 Instrument : Soal – soal English in Focus for Grade VIII Junior High 
School 
c.  
d. Pedoman Penilaian :  
1. Jawaban benar skor 2 
2. Nilai maksimal = 10 
3. Nilai Siswa = 2 X 5 
 
 
 
 
 
Rubrik Penilaian: 
 
No. Uraian Skor 
I Setiap jawaban yang benar 
Tidak menjawab 
2 
0 
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SILABUS 
 
Sekolah: SMPN 1 GEMOLONG 
Kelas : VIII ( Delapan ) 
Mata Pelajaran: BAHASA INGGRIS 
Semestes: 1 (Satu) 
 
Standar Kompetensi  : Membaca 
5.  Memahami makna teks tulis fungsional  dan esei pendek sederhana  berbentuk 
descriptive dan recount  yang berkaitan dengan lingkungan sekitar 
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 Makna 
gagasan 
 Makna 
tekstual 
dalam teks 
descriptive 
dan recount 
 Langkah 
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